Abstract--
We compute the susceptibility using
where Z1 is the susceptibhity of the irreversible component,
XR is the susceptibility of the reversible component and S is the squareness of the material. In the CMH model. XR is given by
In the following analysis, we will use
where
It can be shown that and for decreasing operative field is given by
(1) and (6), we can derive da./dh for increasing operative field as 
...[l+a(1-S't_4s(a÷f'(H)-a-f(-H}}
The sum of (7) and (13) gives the total susceptibility and then the next magnetization can be computed by
There The contribution of any single hysteron to the total moment is equal to that of all the others and is equal to Ms/ran. Thus, the maximum error in M is half that and by choosing mn large enough the error can be made arbitrarily small
